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Introduction 
Bernie Sanders, currently among the front-runners of Democratic Presidential primary candidates, 

is, and has been for many years, a self-declared Socialist (of the “Democratic” variety).  The same is true 
for freshman Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the current darling of the American political 
Left and of political reporters across the country, and the villain du jour for the American political right.  
Senator Elizabeth Warren, and other Democratic candidates for the Presidency, declare they are 
“Progressives”, not “Socialists”, but champion policies that are characterized, with some plausible 
rationale, as “Socialistic” by various self-declared ‘conservative’ political opponents.  And it has been 
recently reported that polls show a generally favorable attitude toward Socialism among so-called 
“millennials” and, even more so, among members of “Gen Z”. 

 Socialism, it seems, has – despite the colossal failure of the primary and prototypical Socialist state 
in the 1980s, despite the irrefutable evidence of the ongoing toll its predictable devolution continues to 
take in places like North Korea, and despite the recent disastrous collapse it has wrought upon once-
prosperous Venezuela – been rescued from the “ash-heap of history” to evoke once more, in the 
voguish imagination, a promise of hopeful and populist rebellion against an unpalatable “Capitalist” 
status quo. 

Or, perhaps, not.  Notwithstanding Sanders’ and Ocasio-Cortez’ willing and enthusiastic embrace of 
the Socialist label, there has been a concerted effort among other people on the Left to distance 
themselves and the Democratic party from that label by various declarations and demonstrations that 
their preferred policies are not “Socialist”, but something else.  Their primary argument is thus: 
Socialism prescribes that the “state” – meaning the government – “own” the means of production.  
None of the proposals coming from the Left – even, at least so far, from Mr. Sanders and Ms. Ocasio-
Cortez – advocate directly for the government taking such ownership.  Q.E.D.  No nationalization of 
industry.  No Socialism. 

So why do people like Sanders and Ocasio-Cortez describe themselves as Socialists?  Why do they 
hesitate to acknowledge the failures of – and in many instances still defend – the self-described Socialist 
proclamations behind the authoritarian policies of the Venezuelan government, even amidst its dismal 
economic and cultural collapse?  Why do they, and many of their “I’m not a Socialist” colleagues, cite 
the most obviously Socialistic aspects of Nordic “Democratic Socialism” as their vision for the way 
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society and government should be organized?   Are they wrong about what Socialism is and requires?  
Or is that narrow formulation – Socialism equals government ownership of capital – too restrictive to 
capture the full breadth of the Socialist vision? 

And why, at this juncture in American politics, is the question in play?  Is Capitalism really the root of 
all that ails us, or is there some deeper cultural source for our woes?  Is Socialism really a reasonable 
alternative to Capitalism?  Are either, or both, as incompatible as their critics claim with a pluralistic 
democratic polity that values individual dignity and personal autonomy as much as it values social justice 
and cultural concordance? 

 

What is Socialism? 
From a modern perspective, the canonical Socialist is, of course, Karl Marx.  And the canonical vision 

of Socialism – which prescribes, among other things, government ownership of capital – is the Marxism 
that derives from his seminal work, The Communist Manifesto, and out of which the predominant 20th-
century experiments in Socialist governance around the world evolved. 

But Socialism pre-dates Marx, tracing its roots to writings of Henri de Saint-Simon, in the early 19th 
century, in which he described “socialism” in broad terms as something in opposition not to Capitalism 
but to individualism.  The Communist Manifesto, itself, criticized other forms of Socialism that were 
popular at the time, characterizing its Socialist doctrines as superior to “Reactionary” or “Bourgeois” or 
“Critical-Utopian” versions1 that were either insufficiently focused on economics and class or 
insufficiently radical in their proposals for change. 

Nor was Marx, himself, in practice a dedicated Marxist Socialist per se.  The end-goal of his vision for 
the evolution of political and economic society was not Socialism but Communism, in which the State, 
far from owning or controlling the means of production (or anything else), had become superfluous and 
had, therefore, “withered away” entirely; in which the means of production would be held and managed 
not by a political State but cooperatively, by the communal will of the people and without need for any 
form of political control or leadership, because that was the natural result of a cooperative human 
nature left uncorrupted by the selfishness of Capitalist and Bourgeois influences2. 

In his telling, Socialism was merely a necessary intermediary step, an authoritarian interregnum that 
would oversee the “re-education” – or, rather, the de-education – of the masses of people whose 
inherent communal natures had been corrupted by the comprehensive social conditioning of Capitalist 
economics and Bourgeois values.  And, because the purpose of that intermediary Socialist phase was 
specifically the purging of Bourgeois Capitalist influences and attitudes that prevented humanity’s 
communal essence from flourishing, the Socialist state would need to assert absolute authority not only 

 
1 From section III, “Communist and Socialist Literature”, The Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, 
London, 1848, 
2 To be clear, I separate Communism from Socialism not because it does not assert the same vision of a Society 
elevated in moral importance above the individual but because, in its naiveté, it presumes it needn’t worry about 
enforcing such moral elevation because individualism – and the very individual – would have become obsolete, 
extinct and, therefore, irrelevant. 
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over the means of production but also over all aspects of society and of culture, and over all individual 
attitudes and behavior, for so long – and only for so long – as was necessary to complete that purge. 

The Socialism prescribed by Marx was intended less to distribute the fruits of production equably 
throughout society than to impose an economic, cultural, and social hegemony upon society, with the 
goal of eradicating all possibility of dissent against the wisdom and the ecstasy of harmonious communal 
existence.  State ownership of productive resources was not the objective of Marxism but merely one of 
its means, a way to prevent those Bourgeois Capitalist attitudes from prospering, or even arising, by 
denying individuals the mechanisms, the opportunity, and the agency for advancement through 
individual initiative. 

In other words, Marxism was a particularly narrow and parochial version of Socialism, focused on 
achieving a specific reform of human behavior and human nature, at odds both with various other forms 
of Socialism that coexisted with it at the time it was formulated and with various other forms of 
Socialism that have arisen since.  And assertions that modern proposals for socially-oriented policies are 
not “Socialist” because they are not, specifically, Marxist – or that they don’t demand that the 
government directly appropriate and manage society’s capital resources – are similarly narrow and 
parochial. 

What, then, is “Socialism”? 

 

Although it sprang originally from observations about the economic ills created by industrialization, 
and evolved through various theories about the natural evolution of human civilization, Socialism, as a 
political philosophy, transcends those origins.   Just as we don’t expect that the term “liberal” 
necessarily means exactly the same now as it meant to the American Founders, or that the 
“conservatism” of today’s self-described conservatives is identical to the “conservatism” extant during 
the waning days of the Cold War, so we cannot judge what we mean by modern “Socialism” strictly by 
reference to the standards and terms defined by its 19th century theorists.  Whatever it may have begun 
as, what Socialism has become is not strictly a theory of economics or of “social progress” but a more 
general theory about the relationship between individuals and society.  The question of what Socialism 
is hinges not on the ways in which various Socialist theorists say Society should be re-made but on why 
they contend that such a re-making is necessary; and, more importantly, on why and how they contend 
such a re-making is justified. 

At root, Socialism begins with the presumption that there is a communal entity, a “Social” gestalt or, 
more colloquially, “Society”, which embodies and represents the collective aspirations and welfare of 
the mass of people.  That is, it begins with the presumption that “Society” is a communal agent, an 
integrated organism separate and distinct from the individual people it represents, in the same way that 
the human body is separate and distinct from the individual cells which form its structure. 

And Socialism concludes with the consequent presumption that, as the aggregation and incarnation 
of such communal purpose – as the legitimate agent for the interests of “the people” en masse – 
“Society” attains and asserts a moral status that is superior to and, therefore, supersedes the moral 
status of any individual. 
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In other words, Socialism says that Society is not merely the product of human striving but its 
purpose.  Therefore, Society is not merely a practical and passive cooperative organizing structure, 
evolved to support individual aspiration, but a purposeful and active communal organism with its own 
independent and predominant moral value and moral agency.  And, therefore, a proper arrangement of 
human affairs would acknowledge and operate in accordance with that Socially-ascendant vision of 
moral hierarchy, would codify, in both principle and practice, that the individual is subordinate to 
Society – that, at all times and in all circumstances, “the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the 
few”. 

Through its assertion of moral superiority over the individual, Society also thereby asserts 
corresponding moral and practical claims on the individual: a debt both of material and of service to be 
paid to Society in the name of the “Social Good”.  Hence, the fundamental and inevitable corollary of 
the elevation of Society to the role of prime moral purpose and prime moral agent is the diminution of 
both moral purpose and moral agency for the individual.  If the moral purpose of human striving is the 
Social Good, then the individual is, ultimately, less a self-justified moral being than an instrument of that 
Good.  The individual is, therefore, an instrument of Society, to be made use of in whatever ways Society 
deems necessary or desirable. 

However, Society is not an organism with a physical body and a tangible voice, not an organism that 
can be clearly observed and can speak its own mind for all to hear.  So, Socialists must assign the role of 
Spokesman for Society to some other, more accessible entity, an institution with a plausible claim to an 
understanding of what constitutes the Social Good and with identifiable and practical means of asserting 
control over the citizenry in furtherance of that Good.  In practice, that almost always means the 
political State.  How else, after all, is Society to enforce an appropriate individual duty upon those who 
would not willingly offer it? 

Hence, although Socialist rhetoric emphasizes the moral ascendance of Society over the individual, 
Socialist practice always demands the palpable ascendance of government and its potentates over the 
rest of the citizenry. 

 

At first glance, this depiction of the fundamental nature of Socialism may seem a dubious 
proposition, a contradiction, given that so much of what we presume, in daily usage, to be “Socialist” 
thought revolves around a desire to arrange things in ways intended to make life “better” for large 
groups of people who are observed to be suffering in some way.  If the whole point of the popular forms 
of Socialism is to make things better for those suffering individuals, how can we believe that it does not 
respect the moral value of those individuals? 

The primary answer to that seeming contradiction is simply to acknowledge that Socialism doesn’t 
necessarily devalue individual moral value in its entirety.  Its premise does not ordain that individuals 
must have no moral worth and no moral authority; it is merely that their moral worth and their moral 
authority are subsidiary to the moral worth and moral authority of Society, overall.  Hence, versions of 
Socialism that advocate a Social Good measured in terms of equity among the citizenry often do 
acknowledge some individual moral value.  But they rank that moral value above, and at the expense of, 
moral autonomy -- they view individual well-being not as something individuals properly assess and 
pursue for themselves but as something properly assessed and managed in the aggregate by a Social 
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judgement.  They posit that the maximum Social Good is achieved by some communally or 
philosophically determined “optimum” society-wide distribution of individual Good; and that it is the 
role and the duty of Society to achieve that optimum distribution by asserting Social authority over 
individual moral autonomy – by, if necessary, selectively and actively reducing the Good of some 
individuals in order to boost the Good for others. 

The second answer to that seeming contradiction is to acknowledge that, in their most extreme 
forms, egalitarian versions of Socialism do, in fact, utterly devalue the individual because their 
conceptions of what constitutes the individual Good are entirely relative, based on perceived 
differences between people rather than on any sense of actual individual well-being.  They, therefore, 
represent only a veneer of concern for individuals pasted onto a core that is wholly concerned with 
some vision for what is Good for Society as a whole. 

In their mildest forms, such visions of what constitutes the Social Good may simply put a floor 
beneath the acceptable measure of what is Good for individuals.  In those cases, the devaluing of the 
individual Good relative to the Social Good is real but may be considered, perhaps, relatively benign: the 
measure of Social Good is, indeed, based on an absolute (if communally-determined) measure of what is 
Good for the least fortunate members of Society; and the degree of subordination of individual moral 
autonomy to Social authority necessary to ensure that desired minimum level of individual Good may be 
relatively modest. 

In their most extreme forms, however, such visions of what constitutes the Social Good stipulate not 
a minimum amount of what is good for individuals but a maximum, and typically narrow, degree of 
inequality among individuals.  In those cases, there is no conception of what constitutes individual Good 
that is independent of the Social Good: the concept of individual Good has no absolute meaning or 
measure because it exists only comparatively, relative to the Good of all other individuals, relative to the 
degree of ‘equity’ or ‘disparity’ among them.  Hence, such visions of the Social Good are entirely focused 
on that overall Social measure of Good and, thereby, demean both individual moral value and individual 
moral autonomy.  Individual Good, in any absolute sense, is irrelevant provided there is an agreeable 
overall Societal distribution; and no individual may second-guess or act in contravention of that 
presumed Societal “optimum”, never mind assert or pursue a vision of his own individual Good that 
deviates from the Social determination of what ‘equity’ demands. 

Those examples suggest that what constitutes the “Social Good” is a source of great variety in the 
practical aspects of various Socialist polities, as are the specific mechanisms through which Society is 
presumed to assert its moral claims on the individual.  For example: 

• Marxist Socialism defines Social Good as an egalitarian and communal control over productive 
economic resources by “the workers”.  To achieve and hold onto that communal economic 
control, Society must and should assert total political control over the means of production, over 
social and cultural norms, over individual attitudes and behavior, and over individual lives, with 
the goal of purging all vestiges of Bourgeois Capitalism from Society and turning everyone (or, at 
least, everyone who survives that purge) into one of those agreeably communal “workers”. 
 

• Fascist Socialism – in particular, Nazism (which was, we should remember, an abbreviation for 
“National Socialism”) – defined the Social Good in entirely different terms, as a combination of an 
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Aryan Nationalism that elevated “The Volk” above other Nations and a racial purity that clearly 
differentiated “The Volk” from everyone else. 
 

As with Marxism, Nazism asserted an absolute power of the political State to regulate both 
economic and cultural affairs as a means to achieve that Social Good.  But, because it conceived 
of the Social Good in terms of what benefited and strengthened the Aryan Nation, rather than in 
terms of an egalitarian distribution of economic means among individuals, it was perfectly happy 
to assert State control over the means of production indirectly, rather than directly, through a 
form of crony Capitalism.  Nazi leaders didn’t consider it a problem that wealth was allowed to 
flow disproportionately to their capitalist cronies provided those cronies guaranteed the 
industrial output it generated would be directed toward the National interest.  That is, they 
asserted coercive control over the results of production without the need to take either 
ownership of or hands-on responsibility for its means. 
 

• “Democratic Socialism” asserts yet another view of what constitutes the Social Good: the nature 
of the Social Good is not to be determined a priori, through some philosophical musings, but 
democratically – the Social Good is what a majority of “the people” say they want.  To enforce 
that notion of the Social Good upon the minority of individuals who disagree, the State must 
have broad powers of confiscation and of regulation, both economic and cultural. 
 
It is true that Democratic Socialists do not, as a rule, advocate for outright State ownership of 
Capital.  Why would they need to, when they can assert the control they desire through extensive 
regulation over how it may and must be employed by those who do (nominally) own it, and over 
how the fruits of its employment must be redistributed? 
 
It is also generally true that the level of State authority exercised under Democratic Socialism 
need not be as severe as it is under other, more totalitarian forms.  But it must exist if the 
minority is to be brought to heel.  And – of particular importance in the American context – the 
less homogeneous (or the more “diverse”) the population, the more likely it is that there will be 
significant minority dissent and the more assertive and severe that State authority will generally 
need to be in order to restrain that dissent. 
 

• Many of the fundamentalist religious movements around the world – including many American 
“conservative” Christian groups and much of what we think of as fundamentalist Islam – are, in 
practice, best understood as variants of Socialism.  Their conception of the Social Good is 
spiritual, rather than material or cultural/racial – an actual Heaven rather than merely the 
Heaven-on-earth of the Commune or of the Fatherland -- but they exhibit all the signs of 
Socialistic thought: a presumption that they have a clear (in this case, God-given) vision both of 
what constitutes the Social Good and of what individual behavior is required to support that 
Good; an assertion of moral authority to impose their vision of the Social Good and of individual 
duty upon everyone; an avowal and demonstration of hostility to individuals who disagree with 
and resist that moral vision; and exhibition of a willingness, and even an eagerness, to sacrifice 
individuals to the cause. 
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• Much of “Progressivism” is also, at least in disposition, Socialistic.  The Progressive canon asserts 
there are identifiable social and political reforms that are necessary for the “progress” of 
civilization and which, therefore, comprise the “Social Good”.  Progressives claim to know, with 
fair certainty and high confidence, what those reforms are and what they require of us.  And they 
declare, in the name of that Good and with the ascendant moral authority of Society, that the 
political power of the State should be directed toward achieving those reforms without much 
regard to the cost for individuals who might find themselves on the wrong side of such 
“progress”. 
 

In modern discussion, the reforms that American Progressives advocate are often 
indistinguishable from the populist (and increasingly “identitarian”) policies advocated by 
Democratic Socialists, so Progressives wrap themselves in the banner of “Democracy”, in the 
same way Democratic Socialists do, and offer a similar approach to controlling Society’s cultural 
preferences and productive capacity through regulation and redistribution, rather than through 
direct government ownership. 
 
It is worth remembering, however, that earlier iterations of Progressivism advocated for less 
egalitarian goals, like a meritocratic society, politically-enforced eugenics (and the anti-immigrant 
mindset that went with it), and politically-enforced temperance (they were behind our disastrous 
experiment with Prohibition).  The Progressive vision is not inherently grounded in democratic 
preference but in a philosophical and cultural (though they would deem it “scientific”) vision of 
what constitutes “social progress”.  Hence, the Progressive appetite for democracy is only 
contingent: it ebbs and flows along with level of popular support that their visions of “social 
progress” generate. 
 

The hostility to individuals who disagree with the moral vision of what is Good for Society seen in 
our various examples is not an inherent philosophical element of Socialism but has seemed, historically, 
to be a practical element of it.  Certainly, it is, and has always been, an explicit element of Marxism, with 
its goal of purging all Capitalist and Bourgeois elements from the population, if not by “re-educating” 
people then by eliminating them.  And, certainly, Nazism declared all manner of people to be enemies of 
“The Volk” and, therefore, to be targets for enslavement or extermination.  Democratic Socialists and 
Progressives are neither so grandiose nor so bloodthirsty but they, also, direct a persistent and 
systemized vitriol at those who are “rich” or “greedy” or part of “the 1%”, at those who won’t “pay their 
fair share” or who put “profits ahead of people”, and at those who are “intolerant” or “deplorable” or 
insufficiently “woke”.  And many religious conservatives direct a similar – and, far too often, murderous 
– anger towards those they perceive to be disobedient to the will of God or of Allah. 

There is a very simple and human explanation for that: if we know, of a surety, what is Good for 
Society and what duties individuals owe to Society in support of that Good, then anyone who disagrees 
with that assessment of the Good or shirks in their duty to support it is, by definition, acting against the 
Social Good, against the “common interest”, and, therefore, against us.  They don’t merely disagree with 
us.  They don’t merely have a different, but legitimate, viewpoint.  We are right and, so, if they disagree, 
they must be wrong!  They are not diverse but recalcitrant!  They are not contrarian but obstreperous!  
They are not dissidents but sowers of disorder, avatars of chaos!  They impede our achievement of the 
nirvana that is within our grasp!  They cheat us of what we think – what we know – we deserve! 
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How, then, are we to think of them, other than as enemies of Society?  How, then, are we to treat 
those who disagree with us, other than with contempt and rage? 

 

Individual, Society, and the Liberal Republic 
In 1994, Jeff Bezos left a comfortable and, presumably, lucrative job at a hedge fund to venture into 

the then embryonic arena of e-commerce.  Using a combination of his own savings and some 
volunteered by a few close family members, he founded an online bookstore that he called “Amazon”.  

It is hard for us to remember (or even to imagine) now, 25 years on, how big a risk he and those 
other initial investors were taking.  The “dot com boom” had not yet happened – Amazon was, in fact, 
one of the technological disruptors at the source of that wave.  At the time, the internet itself may have 
already existed for nearly 20 years, as a small and specialized research network, but the World-Wide 
Web – the standards and software that allow the general public to easily browse for information and 
conduct business on that network – was only five years old and limited mostly to text, with only crude 
graphics.  Among the small fraction of Americans who were yet active online, most still got internet 
access through dial-up modems and telephone lines.  And online commerce, of any sort, barely existed.  
As Bezos, himself, is reported to have said in a 2001 interview3, 

“At the time we launched this business it wasn't even crystal clear that the technology would 
improve fast enough that ordinary people -- non-computer people -- would even want to bother with 
this technology.” 

But bother with it they did.  The rest is, of course, history: Bezos is now one of the richest men in the 
world based largely on his holdings in Amazon.com. 

There is a certain complexity to such wealth.  Jeff Bezos’ net worth is based not on earnings accrued 
over the years from Amazon’s profits but on the value of his Amazon stock – which reflects less what 
Amazon has earned to date than what other investors see as its potential for earning in the future.  
Hence his is, in some senses, “paper” wealth, not tangible wealth, the value of which rises and falls on a 
regular basis with the stock market and could be depleted, or even wiped out, in a matter of hours or 
days by a general financial crash or by some catastrophe in Amazon’s market or operations.  Amazon 
stock is traded publicly so he could, in theory, sell it to turn it into cash.  But the value of a company’s 
shares is only as robust as the trust people place in them.  A company founder selling too much or too 
quickly would likely be interpreted by the market as a loss of confidence in the company’s future and 
trigger a contagion of selling by others, a contagion that would drive down the stock’s value and do 
severe financial damage to the company and its shareholders.  In other words, Bezos may “have” many 
billions, but he can’t easily spend most of them. 

That doesn’t mean his wealth is illusory or ephemeral or useless – far from it.  He has built a 
company that generates enormous revenue and has great potential for making considerable profit well 
into the future.  He has paid out many billions of dollars in salary and benefits to many hundreds of 

 
3 “When Amazon Was Young; The Early Years”, by Steven Loeb; at vator.tv, downloaded 3/31/2019 
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thousands of employees over several decades, generated many billions of dollars in sales for his 
suppliers, and satisfied many billions of dollars in consumer need and desire for his customers.  He has 
created immense value for an immense number of other people; and the value of what he has built and 
holds for himself is real. 

But his wealth isn’t anything like the image most people have in their heads, of Scrooge McDuck and 
Richie Rich and money vaults crammed with piles of gold coins and stacks of thousand-dollar bills.  It 
doesn’t represent a hoard of lucre extracted from others in the past; rather, it represents the potential 
for new wealth to be created for others in the future.  As a result, neither assessing his actual wealth nor 
figuring out how to tax it away for public use is as simple or as easy as it might seem to the average 
aggrieved citizen or populist politician who holds that to be a righteous cause and a desirable policy. 

Still, let’s do a thought experiment.  Imagine that Jeff Bezos, as the creator and driving force behind 
both the original idea of Amazon.com and its expansion from simple bookstore to commercial 
behemoth, had instead simply agreed to collect one cent for every item sold through Amazon’s website. 
That is, imagine his reward had been in the form of cash, generated from day-to-day sales, directly into 
his bank account.  If a typical item ordered through Amazon were worth, say, $10, then that one cent 
would represent 1/10 of 1% of the purchase price; for a $100 item, that would be a mere 1/10 of 1/10 of 
1%. 

Would anyone dispute that the man who conceived the very idea of Amazon, took the financial and 
professional risk to create it out of the void, and devoted 25 years of his life to growing it into what it 
has become deserves that penny?  Would anyone argue that he might not deserve even more?  Is there 
anyone with any sense of proportion who would say that penny represents “greed”, excessive or 
otherwise?  Is there anyone with a realistic notion of “fairness” who would call that penny 
“exploitation”, either of Amazon’s customers or of its employees?  I would hope not. 

So, what would such an agreement mean?  In the early years of Amazon, it would not have meant 
much.  In its first year and a half or so of operation, Amazon sold about half a million dollars in books4; if 
you assume the average price was $10, that would have amounted to about 50,000 books and netted 
Bezos something like $500.  After 2½ years of operation, and the addition of $8M from outside investors 
to enable a significant expansion, Amazon had grown to something like $15M in aggregate sales and a 
hypothetical $15,000 to Bezos’ pocket.  Not exactly billionaire status.  Far, even, from millionaire status.  
In fact, barely a living and well below minimum wage had that been his only compensation. 

But what about now?  It’s hard to find a solid report of how many items Amazon currently sells in a 
year, but here are a couple of points from which we might extrapolate: 

- Amazon sales on Prime Day last year were reported to be about 100 million items.  If we assume 
sales for that enormous promotional event represented 100x the sales for a typical day, then 
annual sales would be on the order of 460 million items. 
 

- Amazon’s total reported revenues for 2018 were just below $233B.  If we guessed an average 
item ordered through Amazon cost $50, that would represent sales of about 4.6B items. 

 
4 “When Amazon Was Young; The Early Years”, by Steven Loeb; at vator.tv, downloaded 3/31/2019 
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So, splitting the difference, we might estimate that customers happily buy something like 2 billion 
items per year from Amazon.  And we might presume that each of them does so fully aware of, and 
unbothered by, the fact that Jeff Bezos might get a penny from the transaction.  That would put Bezos’ 
annual take at something in the range of $20M – probably $200M in total over the course of Amazon’s 
25-year history and, perhaps, more like $1B or $2B over its next 25 years.  That is enough to place him 
well over the line into ranks of the “super rich” that so offend people like Elizabeth Warren and Bernie 
Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.  According to them, his penny per item, aggregated across 
billions of purchases, would represent a clear moral affront. 

Which suggests an obvious question: How is it that an act everyone would consider moral and fair 
and inoffensive on its face suddenly becomes immoral and unfair and offensive – even obscene – merely 
because it is repeated, voluntarily and without regrets, a few billion times a year by many millions of 
satisfied customers? 

That they, indeed, believe it to be immoral and unfair and offensive is the inevitable conclusion we 
must draw from the opprobrium being heaped on “the rich” by the current crop of self-declared 
Progressive Socialists and Progressive not-quite Socialists, in the Congress and among the would-be 
Democratic Presidential nominees.  How wealth was accumulated – and how much wealth was created 
for others in the process – is irrelevant to them.  The mere existence of extreme wealth is, by their 
accounting, a gross injustice, if not in absolute terms then at the least by contrast, by the fact that 
millions of people willingly pay those pennies to someone, like Jeff Bezos, who provides them a service 
they value but not to everyone else who does not. 

That those Progressives, indeed, view it as immoral and unfair and offensive -- a genuine injustice – 
is their rationale for demanding that Mr. Bezos, and others like him, relinquish “ill-gotten” riches that 
they neither “need” nor “deserve”.  That they view it as a genuine injustice is the rationale behind 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ declaration that, even if billionaires may not be, themselves, immoral, a 
system which permits them to exist, which permits accretion of such disproportionate wealth, is 
fundamentally “wrong”. 

For what else but an injustice can justify condemning “the rich”, in toto, using the rhetoric of guilt 
and moral liability?  What else but an injustice can justify the use of force to wrest their wealth away 
from them? 

And what can transform a prima facie personal justice into a de facto communal injustice but a claim 
of Social grievance and an assertion of transcendent Social authority over individual moral autonomy? 

 

Every form of government asserts a right to control certain troubling forms of individual conduct 
and to claim certain duties of citizenship in the name of the collective Good.  And every culture avows 
certain preferred norms of behavior and imposes certain expectations about how individuals ought to 
contribute to overall societal well-being.  Neither of those is inherently Socialistic.  Individual people 
willingly band together to protect themselves against a capricious and often hostile world, forming 
families which grow into tribes which, in turn, evolve cultures and eventually formalize their 
relationships into governments.  And, to function with minimal friction between individuals, those social 
groupings evolve strategies for encouraging and enforcing cooperation.  Both the moral strictures of 
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ethics and the practical restraints of cultural mores and traditions are governors on the most egocentric 
aspects of human nature, intended to inhibit behavior which harms others or disrupts the functioning of 
society.  The purpose of government is as a backstop to those ethical and cultural restraints: coercive 
laws and punishments apply precisely when and because those merely persuasive cultural rules and 
sanctions have failed to elicit a level of civil cooperation adequate to the needs of social comity. 

America’s founding document, the Declaration of Independence, asserts that the fundamental and 
justifying reason for governments to exist is to “secure these rights” of individuals to live their lives free 
of coercion and to pursue their own well-being by and on their own terms.  There is a seeming 
contradiction built into that proposition, for government is, by definition, itself coercive.  The purpose of 
government is then, one might suppose, to coerce people into living lives free of coercion. 

That is not, of course, what the Founding Fathers meant.  Coercion is not a contrivance of 
government; it is the state of nature.  Governments exist because the Jungle exists, because there are 
human predators who will use their superior might to prey upon their weaker titular brethren.  And not 
merely lone predators or even merely packs of them.  There are other whole Societies beyond our own 
which are unarguably hostile to us.  We create government to protect us from internal villains and from 
external enemies.  And we consent to granting it some limited coercive authority – and to granting it 
some limited demands on our allegiance and some limited debts of duty, both material and corporeal – 
because that is what is necessary, in practice, to providing such protection. 

But we also create governments to protect us from mobs, from throngs of our fellow citizens who 
would use the superior might of an aroused majority to enforce its will upon or exact its penance from a 
weaker minority (or individual) that has run afoul of its sense of justice or of entitlement.  That is the 
intent behind much of the detail in American Constitution: to erect barriers between the majority and 
its desires when those desires stray beyond the bounds of civilized conduct and into the realm of the 
Jungle, into the realm of predation upon some disfavored minority or disfavored individuals.  And, 
recognizing that power corrupts and that those who would govern are also human beings prone to 
human foibles, many other details in the Constitution are intended to erect similar barriers between the 
desires of the government, itself, or of the governors who speak for it, and those who are governed. 

Notwithstanding the general, and rather insubstantial, admonition in the preamble to the 
Constitution that the government should – among the many things it was established to do – “promote” 
the general welfare, both the “checks and balances” built into the Constitution and the statement of 
principle in the Declaration of Independence communicate clearly that the role intended for the 
American government was, to a significant degree, to constrain the power of a majority, and of a 
powerful minority that wields the resources of the state, to impose its preferences upon everyone else. 

Socialists like Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and Progressives like Elizabeth Warren, 
chafe against many of those constraints, calling them “anti-democratic” – and they are right about that.  
They are anti-democratic.  That is, rather, the point.  If a mob roams through the streets of the town 
demanding money from anyone it encounters and threatening violence on those who won’t comply, 
everyone understands that is both immoral and unacceptable.  Why, then, should it become not only 
moral and acceptable, but laudable, if the same mob decides, within the safe confines of the voting 
booth, to outsource those tasks of threat and confiscation to the police powers of the State, under the 
rubric of “taxation” and in the name of “paying your fair share”? 
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For, once you assert that there is an unambiguously discernible Social Good and that Society has an 
absolute moral priority over the individual in pursuit of that Good, what limits apply?  If the Social Good 
is defined by whatever the majority decides, what prevents the mob from simply taking whatever it 
wants, whenever it wants?  If the government asserts the authority to demand whatever it deems 
necessary to the “public interest” from whomever it deems to have “more than they need or deserve” 
or to be “enemies of society”, what prevents it from demanding too much, or, indeed, demanding it all? 

Democratic Socialists say that what the majority wants, the majority (and, therefore, the rest of us) 
should get; Progressives say that we should all get whatever “progress” they are promoting, backed by a 
democratic consensus when they can achieve it and by an assertion of moral condescension and 
“scientific” assurance – and to hell with consensus – when they can’t.  Both demand that we grant the 
State the moral authority of Society to enforce their visions upon those who disagree, and both speak 
eloquently about how far they should be allowed to go with that Societal authority in the name of the 
“Social Good” or “progress”, or in the name of “fairness” or “justice”.  They never talk at all about where 
and when, having been granted such expansive authority, they should, or might, deign to stop. 

 

The constitutionally-constrained republican government and capitalistic economic culture 
bequeathed to us by the Founders was not, contrary to the beliefs both of the most ardent (and 
admiring) Libertarians and of the most ardent (and critical) Progressives and Socialists, intended as an 
individualist altar to ego.  Nor was it intended to thwart the will of the majority to accomplish any public 
purpose, at all.  The Constitution does, after all, however feebly, describe as one of the government’s 
purposes “…to promote the general welfare…” and it authorizes the Congress to allocate money and to 
pass “necessary and proper” laws to achieve that end.  It does, after all, include specific provisions 
allowing for things like the taking of property by eminent domain for the public use and the “regulation” 
of interstate commerce.  It does, after all, authorize the creation of some communal services and goods 
like a postal service and public roads.  Although it was not a specifically enumerated power of the 
federal government, the Founders universally advocated that things like schools be publicly provided by 
the governments of the various states and towns; and they tolerated a higher degree of government 
authority at those local levels – presumed both to exercise a less expansive scope and to be closer and 
more responsive to the people they governed – than they nominally would have tolerated in 
Washington5.  The first few Presidencies and Congresses after the ratification of the Constitution – 
peopled by the Founders and other men of their generation – pursued a great many public-spirited 
policies that stretched the newly-created restraints on the Federal government’s authority.  And 2½ 
centuries of subsequent Presidential and legislative action, and jurisprudential acquiescence, have 
dramatically – if not yet fatally – expanded the purview of what public purposes governments at all 
levels may, indeed, pursue. 

But America’s republican and capitalistic framework was, at the least, intended to remind us that 
limits and boundaries matter.  It was intended to remind us that individuals, even “rich” and “intolerant” 
ones, are not merely instruments of some communal Social aspiration but are self-justified beings with 

 
5 Yes, I am aware that it was New York City, not Washington, D.C., that hosted the Federal government during 
those first few years while they worked out what neutral territory to appropriate for the national capital and 
constructed it.  “Washington” is our modern-day metaphor for the center of Federal power, and the word is clearly 
used in that sense.  Provided it doesn’t deceive, concision is sometimes more appropriate than precision. 
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their own moral purposes, moral dignity, and moral autonomy.  And it was intended to remind us that 
the preponderance of human Social objectives are, and generally ought to be, pursued, negotiated, and 
consummated within the civic sphere, not within the political one, and on a scale that is localized and 
adaptable rather than universal and, therefore, relatively inflexible. 

The Founders believed in both Social Responsibility and Civil Obligation.  They simply presumed – for 
good reason, at the time they lived – that those were duties possessed of and willingly acknowledged by 
citizens in a moral civil society, safely and prudently left largely unencumbered by the manipulation and 
compulsion of political dominion. 

In a prosperous and heterogeneous society like ours it is unconscionable that there are people 
whose lives are ruled by economic desperation and despair or by prejudice and bigotry.  We should – we 
must – find ways to ease their burdens.  But the word I chose – “unconscionable” – was precise.  It is not 
a matter of justice and injustice, of innocence and malefaction, of absolution and blame, but of 
conscience.  It is not enough to force us to comply with what is someone else has deemed to be 
required.  We need to want to do what is right.  And it is ultimately broad, robust, and concordant 
cultural and social standards, consistently, resolutely, and justly (and persuasively) applied – not 
condescension, political edicts, and police powers – that will change hearts. 

Socialism is an attitude as much as it is a policy.  The key philosophical distinction between what is 
and is not “Socialistic” lies in the distinction between treating the Social Good as a communally-specified 
and compulsory moral obligation, or as an individually-assessed and aspirational cultural ideal.  The key 
rhetorical distinction between what is and is not “Socialistic” lies in the distinction between reproaching 
individuals for their depravity and decadence, or inspiring them to express their virtue and decency.  
And the key practical distinction between what is and is not “Socialistic” lies in the distinction between 
imposing that compulsion upon individuals through a governmental threat of force – and, ultimately, of 
violence – or encouraging that aspiration from individuals through socially-administered approbation 
and disapprobation – with, perhaps, some constructive but modestly designed and humbly applied 
governmental prodding to help things along.   

 

Capitalism and the Social Compact 
“Capitalism”, properly understood and practiced, is not merely a synonym for “the Jungle”.  Quite 

the opposite: its purpose is to protect us all from the Jungle.  Predation is a natural process, not an 
artifact of Capitalism, and a large part of Capitalism’s charter is to redirect that natural human 
inclination toward destructive predation into productive commerce.   Laissez Faire does not mean “no 
rules” or “do whatever you want”, for it incorporates a fundamental presumption of ethical obligation: 
you have the right to be left alone to pursue your own interest in your own way because you agree, in 
turn, to respect others’ equal and reciprocal rights to do the same.  “Caveat Emptor” was intended as a 
bit of pragmatic and prudent advice, not as a moral directive.   And a “free market” is not a free-for-all. 
To the contrary, it is “free” precisely to the extent that it respects that ethical obligation, to the extent 
that it operates within the bounds of specific and definite moral constraints designed to allow a 
collaborative system of production and exchange to emerge freely from autonomous choices.  The “free 
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market” has canons: respect others; cooperate with them even as you compete with them; don’t steal 
from them; don’t deceive or defraud them and don’t take advantage of their obvious ignorance and 
naive vulnerability; don’t usurp benefits they have earned or foist costs on them that they never agreed 
to bear; deliver what you promised; pay what you owe. 

In short, play fair.  Honor the Golden Rule. 

Capitalism and the Free Market are, after all, fundamentally social institutions, not solitary ones.  
They are designed to accommodate and manage the human interactions necessary for the pursuit of 
individual well-being through commerce with others.  People act within the market according to their 
own individual desires and goals, certainly, but the market is by its nature communal.  It can only 
function morally and efficiently if all its participants have actual opportunity to choose freely what costs 
they are willing to bear in pursuit of those desires and goals, and actual opportunity to benefit from 
their choices.  A market utterly without rules or scruples is not free but constrained, hampered in its 
operation by anarchy and subverted in its purpose by intimidation, duplicity, and theft. 

“Regulated Capitalism” is, in that limited sense, a tautology.  A free market and a Capitalist economy 
depend on the same primary regulatory functions of government that our liberal republic does: a limited 
coercive authority to rein in the intemperance of those who would prey upon us, to reinforce their 
ethical obligation to respect our rights to “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”. 

That doesn’t mean regulation is always sensible, never mind appropriate.  It is all too easy to march 
too cavalierly and too far down that self-righteous path once you set yourself upon it.  But regulation 
that enforces “fair play” is both justified and, alas, often necessary.  Regulation that standardizes market 
interactions in the name of transparency reduces the potential for bad faith and deception.  Regulation 
that forecloses the opportunity for you to appropriate profits others have earned or to saddle others 
with losses you have accrued reinforces, rather than hinders, the prerogative of those others’ individual 
choice.  Regulation that minimizes anomalies and artifacts – regulation that inhibits markets from 
operating in ways both perverse and counter-productive, from disconnecting costs from benefits, from 
allowing outside agents to inject themselves  into others’ transactions, from impinging indiscriminately 
and too heavily upon the commons, and from creating obvious discrepancies between intended and 
actual outcomes – makes markets function more freely, rather than less, by correlating benefits and 
costs more closely with informed and expressed preferences, by associating benefits and costs less with 
ignorance, opacity, ambiguity, chicanery, malfeasance, political influence, random chance, and the law 
of unintended consequences. 

 

Even bound by those ethical and regulatory constraints, Capitalism may leave unfulfilled some who 
are either unable or unwilling to be sufficiently productive in the marketplace for it to reward them.  The 
possibility of failure is an inherent and inseparable companion to the opportunity for success.  And the 
Market does impose an inexorable demand that people offer it value if they are to receive value from it 
in return. 

Common decency, beyond the domain of economics, would suggest that those well able to succeed 
within the Free Market ought to provide succor to those who are unable to.  Literal inability – whether 
the result of physical, psychological, or circumstantial constraint – is a condition, not an action, 
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something borne, not something chosen.  And, for practical reasons – purely because they have greater 
resources available, not because they owe a greater moral duty – those who are more successful might 
be expected to provide a greater proportion of that succor than those who are less so. 

For we are social creatures who gather ourselves together into Societies and who reap the benefits 
of social interaction.  If we choose to live not in primal isolation but in groups, if we choose to interact 
with others, then we do, indeed, owe those groups a duty, not as obeisance but as reciprocity.  
Individuals acting within and accepting the benefits of Society thereby also assume, as a simple matter 
of fair recompense, some associated social responsibility. 

People who succeed in the Free Market have done so, at least in part, because of the very fact that 
the Market is free and not chaotic, because there is a formal and socially-enforced system of rules and 
procedures, and a socially-provided infrastructure, that makes commerce easier and that protects their 
right to benefit from their own efforts rather than falling prey to brigands and mobs.  To that extent at 
the very least, they owe a duty back to the Market to help make its operations equally useful and fair to 
everyone else. 

And, to be frank, people who succeed in the Free Market have also done so, at least in part, because 
chance and nature have blessed them with some modicum of innate ability to produce something of 
value.  And, so, to that extent at the very least, honest humility and a sense of justice would suggest that 
they ought to pass on, in turn, what comfort they can to those to whom chance and nature have denied 
such blessings. 

A liberal social order that respects individual autonomy operates as a community, rather than as 
merely an aggregation of competing factions, only because and to the extent that it is predicated upon a 
social compact: we allow individuals within the community to make their own determinations about 
what is good for them, to act in their own interest, and to reap the benefits of social interaction as they 
may; in return, we expect individuals to account for the needs of society when making their choices and 
to accommodate those needs – to reinforce Society’s functions and to strengthen the community overall 
– whenever it is reasonable to do so. 

But we must also keep in mind that providing help to the helpless is a relative enterprise, not an 
absolute principle, because it depends entirely upon having the resources that make it possible.  The 
necessary pre-requisite to any redistribution of wealth is the generation of wealth; the poor have naught 
to offer the destitute but commiseration.  One of the primary practical critiques of Socialism is that it 
misunderstands the nature of production – that, by asserting “just” and majoritarian controls on the use 
of capital to generate wealth, it has always and everywhere succeeded primarily in suppressing the 
generation of wealth and making everyone poorer.  Certainly, the historical examples of the Soviet 
Union and North Korea and Cuba, and the recent transformation of Venezuela, illustrate the point.  But 
many articles have also been published recently6, in response to the resurgence of Socialism as a 

 
6 Here are two typical examples from two very different sources: Reason magazine and The New York 
Times: “Sweden Isn’t Socialist”, by John Stossel, Reason online, 2 January 2019 
(https://reason.com/2019/01/02/sweden-isnt-socialist/, downloaded 5/1/2019 @19:31 EDT); "Finland is 
a Capitalist Paradise", by Anu Partanen and Trevor Corson, The New York Times, 7 December 2019 

https://reason.com/2019/01/02/sweden-isnt-socialist/
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seemingly viable option in American politics, examining claims about how well or poorly various models 
of Nordic Democratic Socialism have fared.  Among the common conclusions from those articles is that 
the versions of Capitalism evolved over time in such places are now, in many ways, freer than our own 
because they found, to their detriment, that the highly regulated Capitalism they began with didn’t 
produce enough wealth to support their grand aspirations for Social beneficence. 

For a similar reason, we should also be cautious about how much we offer as help to those who are 
not literally unable to flourish in the Free Market but are, rather, merely unwilling.  A parasite is, after 
all, another form of predator, albeit one which plunders through stealth rather than through 
confrontation.  We must acknowledge that there is a high level of disagreement between those on the 
political Left and those on the political Right, based on divergent assumptions about human nature, over 
how common such parasitism is, with those on the Left dismissing it as barely extant and those on the 
Right presuming it to be potentially epidemic.  But whether you think it is an insignificant annoyance or 
a consequential challenge, you might at least agree that rewarding such passive predation is counter-
productive for two reasons: first, because it reduces the total amount of wealth available – and even 
more so if it incentivizes an increase in predation, and a corresponding decrease in productivity, by 
making predation more profitable; and second, because taking from those who make an effort, in order 
to reward those who will not, is an actual and conspicuous injustice that inflames resentment. 

Finally, Capitalism and the Free Market, like any other communal endeavor, become in practice 
unstable and untenable if a large fraction of their participants consistently fail to derive benefit from 
cooperation.  Social institutions flourish when they satisfy social needs and wither when they do not.  
People who are bound consistently and immutably to misery and despair, despite what they perceive to 
be their best efforts, will eventually and inevitably rebel against their lot.  That doesn’t depend on 
whether their self-perception of “best effort” is or is not accurate, on whether they truly are oppressed 
or are merely regrettably ineffectual or actively self-destructive.  The oppressed may lead the revolution 
as a matter of justice, but the self-destructive and the ineffectual will man the barricades in sympathetic 
desperation. 

Ethics and morality aside, then, social practice and regulation that encourages economic and social 
mobility, and some minimum level of economic wherewithal, forestalls such rebellion by providing 
respite from that misery and despair.  Hence, even those who disdain fair play and the Golden Rule 
might find such social practice and regulation reasonable as a matter of prudent self-interest, as a hedge 
against the possibility of a social and economic upheaval that would splinter or sweep away both 
Capitalism and the Free Market in a purgative wave of populist rage. 

 

In a perfect world, people would honor their social responsibilities or their self-interested 
investments in social stability without any need for supervision.  In the real world, the extent to which 
people do so depends a great deal on the positive or negative reinforcements they receive, both from 
the Market, itself, and from the overall cultural environment.  And, in any case, there will always be that 
subset of predators who must be coerced into acting ethically.  Hence, the enforcement of social 

 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/07/opinion/sunday/finland-socialism-capitalism, downloaded 
12/29/2019 @12:29 EDT). 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/07/opinion/sunday/finland-socialism-capitalism.html
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responsibility will always fall, to some smaller or larger extent, to government, through law and 
regulation and supported by taxation. 

One might reasonably ask, then, what the effective difference is between enforcement of a social 
responsibility evolved from a liberal social compact and enforcement of a social responsibility asserted 
as Society’s moral prerogative.  Both imply a certain level of social admonishment and governmental 
coercion to bring individuals into line with a communally-determined notion of what comprises the 
Social Good.  Why should we care which motivation justifies such enforcement? 

We should care because the motivation and justification define the boundary between what level of 
duty – and, therefore, what level of coercion – is and is not presumed to be appropriate and acceptable. 

The fundamental moral premise of a social compact is that the relationship between the individual 
and Society is transactional: Society provides certain benefits, both tangible and intangible, and the 
individual owes Society some duties, both tangible and intangible, in return.  Ideally, the benefits 
received and the duties owed come roughly into balance, at least over the long run.  However, neither 
social benefits nor social duties are easily accountable and, so, there is not and has never been a 
“market” in which they can be “priced” in any authoritative way.  Rather, social benefits and social 
duties operate and are assessed in an environment less like a market than like some combination of a 
commons, an insurance policy, and a family.  That leaves plenty of room for legitimate debate about 
how much (or how little) any one individual may be expected to benefit from, provide benefit to, or 
“owe” Society, and over what form(s) their “payments” might reasonably take.  But it does, at least, set 
an expectation and a notional upper bound: an individual’s duty to the Social Good derives naturally and 
justly from some amount of identifiable social benefit and should not be obviously, egregiously, and 
arbitrarily disproportionate to that benefit.  And, to the extent that the justification for fulfilling social 
duty is not moral but purely practical – to the extent that its purpose is to minimize the likelihood of 
social upheaval – there is a similarly clear notional upper bound on the extent of that social duty: what is 
required is no more than what is enough to forestall such upheaval. 

The fundamental moral premise of Socialism, by contrast, is that the relationship between the 
individual and Society is deferential.  Society determines what it requires of each individual in order to 
achieve its vision of the Social Good and the individual must defer to that Social judgement, because 
Society’s claim on his effort and his conscience is morally superior to his own.  There is no concern for 
how much benefit an individual may or may not take from Society in return for his contribution, for that 
is irrelevant to what is Good for Society overall.  There is no philosophically or practically discernible 
upper bound on how large any individual’s contribution might be, for that can ultimately be determined 
only by whether the desired (and oft expanding) notion of the Social Good has yet been achieved – by 
whether or not Society still “requires” more.  And the size of any individual’s expected contribution or 
benefit is, all too often, further prejudiced by a Societal judgement about the individual’s standing as 
friend or foe to the sanctioned Social order. 

That dichotomy in viewpoint over the moral basis for Social obligation also affects the terms in 
which those obligations are debated as part of our political dialogue.  If Social obligation is part of a 
transaction, then the tradeoff between individual Good and Social Good is a natural and necessary part 
of the discussion.  If, however, Social obligation is a matter of fealty to a higher moral power, then those 
tradeoffs are irrelevant.  The Social Good is a sufficient reason, on its face, for individual sacrifice, 
especially if that sacrifice may be presumed to be extracted primarily from enemies of Society, from the 
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“rich” and the “greedy” and the “intolerant” and the “indifferent” and the “hateful” and all other 
manner of Social deplorables.  And even to question those costs is usually enough to consign you, 
irrevocably, into one of those categories, to proclaim your antipathy to the needs and desires of “the 
people” and, thereby, to affirm your position as enemy and outcast to the enlightened Social consensus. 

“Nominal” Capitalism, “Nominal”  Democracy 
Socialists, like Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and Progressives, like Elizabeth Warren, are 
right about one big thing: Capitalism and democracy, as currently practiced in America, are broken.  I 
assert, both boldly and baldly, that they are wrong about nearly everything else. 

There is a malaise in American Capitalism.  It is not, at least as yet, reflected directly in productivity 
numbers or unemployment rates, nor is it reflected either in absolute GDP or in its rate of growth.  
Economic inequality is a symptom of the malaise, though not necessarily in the ways that many people 
presume. 

Nor is it a malaise merely of Capitalism, itself, for its roots are not in economics, per se, but in the 
intersection of economics with culture and with governance.  We often presume – and it is a popular 
topic of conversation on the campaign trail in these times – that many of the problems within our 
politics and society spring from the corruption and the co-option of government and culture by 
Capitalism.  But corruption and co-option go both ways: it is as accurate to describe the deleterious 
effects of government and culture on Capitalism as the other way around. 

 

The everyday Capitalism we experience in modern America often seems far removed from the rosy 
and idealized version of Capitalism that was presented above.  And our experience of governance often 
seems similarly far removed from the rosy and idealized version of the liberal republic suggested by the 
Declaration of Independence and codified into the Constitution. 

We now have behind us more than a century of grand “progressive” attempts to use the power of 
government as a force for Social Good, from the so-called “Progressive Era”, itself, to Franklin 
Roosevelt’s New Deal, to Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society, to Barack Obama’s recent vision of “Change 
we can believe in” that brought us the Affordable Care Act.  Certainly, those efforts have been 
moderated, to one degree or another, by ‘conservative’ resistance.  But, by almost any measure you can 
imagine, that resistance has proven itself only modestly and sporadically successful, for the expansive 
transformation in the size and scope of American government over the course of that century truly is 
extraordinary.  It is hard to argue that the failure of government to achieve idealistic goals for Social 
Good in the United States has all that much to do with a lack of authority to regulate and to tax: 
according to an OECD estimate, in 2015 governments at various levels spent nearly 40% of America’s 
GDP7, just over $22,000 per person at a time when the officially-declared Federal “poverty-level” 
income for an American was on the order of half that and the median personal income was only about 

 
7 From https://data.oecd.org/gga/general-government-spending.htm, pulled 20 May 2019 @11:20 PM EDT. 
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40% above it8; and it has been estimated that something like 4,300 new laws, and nearly 90,000 new 
regulations, were added to the ample number already a part of the Federal Register in just the single 
decade leading up to that spending benchmark9. 

And yet, despite that, those who claim the system is “rigged” against the “common man” have a 
point.   There is, indeed, an epidemic of misconduct, callousness, and injustice running through our 
economy and our culture.  And that epidemic is not only abided but, in a surfeit of ways, abetted by an 
accretion of common business practices, government rules, institutional priorities, perverse cultural 
incentives, political imperatives, public subsidies, and taxation policies that, though often well-intended, 
all too frequently serve only to lock into place the privileges of the privileged and to impede the strivings 
of the dispossessed. 

Our versions of Capitalism and of liberal democracy are, in many ways, merely nominal, not actual.  
Rent-seeking – the practice of extracting value from someone without returning any value to them in 
return – is, indeed, rampant and almost always facilitated by some kind of governmental complicity, be 
it a tax-supported subsidy or a meaningless licensure requirement or a regulatory cartel.  Complex 
financial systems and their arcane processes often expose subtle defects that allow people to game 
them into delivering unintended and counter-productive asymmetric consequences; and both the 
operators of those systems and the regulators who watch over them either ignore those consequences 
or are inept at forestalling or mitigating them.  Externalities remain unpoliced, allowing some to reap 
the benefits of their activities while shifting the costs onto others or into the public commons.  Sleazy 
and duplicitous activities go unpunished because they successfully skirt the edge of legality, or only 
furtively skulk beyond it, and go unchastised by a community obsessed with rigid adherence to bright-
line regulation and the absolute letter of the law.  Businessmen, whole businesses, and entire industries 
– and far too many “rich” people – behave in publicly disgraceful ways that discredit the very notion of 
business, the “Free Market”, and wealth, itself. 

And, while all of that happens, far too many genuine geographical, historical, and cultural inequities 
that constrain both social and economic mobility do, indeed, remain unaddressed and stubbornly 
resistant to change. 

Given the enormity of American government, its regulatory reach, and its nominally democratic 
provenance, how is that possible? 

In the first place, the authority to level the playing field can be used just as easily to tilt it one way or 
another.  For that matter, such authority can, instead, be used to cleave the playing field into a 
patchwork of isolated hills and valleys and soaring plateaus and plunging chasms, connected by broad 
stairways accessible to some and only by vague and meandering trails for others, and dotted with 
pitfalls to trap the unprepared and the unwary.  Authority provides a means to action, but it doesn’t 
provide its own intrinsic mandate to exercise that means in a useful, intelligent, or ethical manner. 

 
8 Per the Bureau of Labor Statistics; from https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_income_in_the_United_States, 
pulled 21 May 2019 @12:20 AM EDT. 
9 “How Many Rules and Regulations Do Federal Agencies Issue?”, Clyde Wayne Crews, Jr, Forbes, 15 Aug 2017 
(https://www.forbes.com/sites/waynecrews/2017/08/15/how-many-rules-and-regulations-do-federal-agencies-
issue/#3baf63e01e64, pulled 20 May 2019 @11:36 PM EDT). 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_income_in_the_United_States
https://www.forbes.com/sites/waynecrews/2017/08/15/how-many-rules-and-regulations-do-federal-agencies-issue/#3baf63e01e64
https://www.forbes.com/sites/waynecrews/2017/08/15/how-many-rules-and-regulations-do-federal-agencies-issue/#3baf63e01e64
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People are really good at finding ways to get around rules that disadvantage them.  People are 
amazingly adept at finding flaws in economic and social and political structures that allow them to attain 
greater benefit for lesser cost and at someone else’s expense.  People are as facile at trading in 
influence and prestige as they are at trading in goods and services.  And even the best-intended and 
best-designed human systems are corruptible, because they are human.   The greater the potential for 
cost or benefit a system offers – and the less opportunity there is to escape the powers it exercises 
when they are applied against you – the more your fortune rises or falls on the decisions of those who 
run the system and the more imperative there is to attempt such corruption. 

Moreover, neither “business” nor “corporation” is a synonym for “Capitalism”.  People conducting 
business – individual workers and consumers (and politicians) included – are capitalists, not Capitalists, 
wielders of whatever capital they can bring to bear to the benefit of their own needs and desires, not 
advocates for an elegantly orthodox and ethical Capitalistic economic system.  Capitalism may not be 
safe at the hands of government or politics, but it is also not, and has never been, fully safe in the hands 
of capitalists.  And, in a similar vein and for similar reasons, Democracy is not, and never has been, fully 
safe in the hands of democrats. 

Most important, however, it is actually quite difficult to use laws and punishments to force the great 
mass of people to behave in ways that are at odds with the received and persistent values of the culture 
in which they live.  The law may push on culture, but culture pushes back in equal measure.  And, in 
many ways, ours is not a culture that reinforces the ideals either of a liberal republic or of ethical 
Capitalism. 

 

A Culture for Democracy 
The American Left often accuses the American Right of advocating for an extreme agenda of 

individualism, of “social Darwinism” and greed that undermines Society by dulling our shared sense of 
community and empathy.  And they are partially right: there is an extreme libertarian strain of 
specifically economic ‘conservatism’ that fetishizes autonomy and fiscal self-reliance.  And there are far 
too many ‘conservatives’ who self-servingly equate their own professional and economic success with a 
concomitant moral worth – as if one had all that much to do with the other -- and use that as an excuse 
to wash their hands of any concern for those whose successes are lesser than their own. 

But, it is also true that so-called ‘cultural conservatism’ represents very nearly the opposite of that 
type of narcissism, concerning itself almost obsessively with what it perceives to be the deleterious 
effects of self-indulgent and undisciplined personal behavior on societal health. 

On the other hand, “if it feels good, do it” and “my body, my choice” are slogans of the Left, not of 
the Right, and it would be hard to identify more “individualistic” sentiments or policies than those.  
There is an equally extreme libertarian strain of specifically cultural ‘liberalism’ that fetishizes autonomy 
and eclectic self-actualization.  And there are far too many ‘liberals’ who self-servingly equate their own 
cultural eccentricities with a concomitant moral worth – as if one had all that much to do with the other 
– and use that as an excuse to wash their hands of any concern for those whose predilections are more 
orthodox and plebeian than their own. 
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There is, indeed, an undercurrent of ego running through our culture, but it is endemic across the 
political spectrum, not monopolized by one side or the other.  On the Right, it manifests mostly as 
economic solipsism with a side helping of cultural self-sufficiency: hands off my money and my guns.  On 
the Left, it manifests mostly as cultural solipsism with a side helping of economic entitlement: hands off 
my lifestyle except to subsidize it.  And, in our solipsism, we on both sides conclude that neither culture 
nor politics are communal activities but personal instruments of our vainglorious ends, that whatever 
we want is Good and that whatever gets us what we want is, therefore, self-justified. 

We have evolved, somehow, a culture of “rights” without a corresponding culture of 
“responsibilities”.  We have lost the distinction between what is acceptable and what is right – between 
what we may do, as free people, and what we should do, as citizens of a shared civilization.  As a result, 
we have assented to a general dwindling of any cultural authority to guide us along the path toward that 
distinction.  To the contrary, we have re-defined both “intolerance” and “coercion” downward to mean 
not an actual and forcible interference but merely any kind of critical social judgement or persuasion.  
And yet, ironically, to fill the void in moral guidance that creates, we have replaced the instruction of 
cultural authority with a reflexive capitulation to the fickle fulminations of the social media hordes, have 
traded the counsel of considered cultural norms for the tyranny of impetuous popular passion. 

We no longer even pretend to act as a nation, rather than as a cacophony of competing, self-
righteous, and self-aggrandizing tribes, crouching in our isolated silos and launching missiles at each 
other in the belief that we are one shot – or one election – away from some kind of final and irrevocable 
victory of virtue over iniquity.  And we can no longer cooperate because we can no longer trust each 
other to deal as moral equals and in good faith, rather than as mortal enemies in pursuit of some covert 
tactical advantage.  We act not as diplomats but, rather, as political or cultural or economic raiding 
parties, determined not to seek a common ground, on which we might find common purpose, but to 
capture a higher ground from which to launch our next missile with better accuracy and to greater 
effect. 

 

Neither Capitalism nor a liberal republic can survive a solipsistic culture that disdains any 
commitment to the common weal.  For a free society to avoid utter anarchy, the political liberty to do as 
you will must be tempered by the social discipline to do as you ought.  Without the moral restraint of a 
responsibility to others and to Society, democratic government and the Free Market do, indeed, 
eventually and inevitably devolve back into little more than highly formalized variants of the Jungle. 

But, if Capitalism and a liberal republic cannot survive a people who are free but irresponsible, a free 
people, irresponsible or otherwise, cannot survive accepting a Social bondage without ceasing to be 
free.  Benjamin Franklin, when asked what kind of government the Constitutional Convention had 
created, is reported to have responded, “A Republic – if you can keep it!”  Our current circumstance 
suggests his fears were, perhaps, prescient.  We seem disturbingly close, in a fit of fearful and jealous 
pique, to rebuffing the ideal of our Capitalistic liberal republic in favor of a prophesied collectivist haven.  
Alas, that haven may be gauzy and alluring but it is also treacherous.  It presents itself as a warm cocoon 
to hold us secure and nourished as we grow wings.  The danger is that the cocoon is never intended to 
open: its nourishing security is really a cage to bind those new-grown wings and prevent us ever taking 
flight. 
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The American Declaration of Independence famously proclaims that freedom is the human 
birthright – that our rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are inalienable, not merely a 
matter of social consensus or political magnanimity.  It is a stirring elocution of moral principle and 
aspiration.  But, in the same text, that proclamation is followed immediately by a warning: our rights 
may be morally inalienable, but they are not practically secure.  They must be defended against those 
who would usurp them.  That is the purpose of government. 

But government can only achieve that purpose if does not, itself, become the usurper.  A benevolent 
dictatorship lasts only as long as the benevolence of the dictator, and those prone to seeking dictatorial 
power are rarely equally prone to an overwhelming sense of duty or of altruism.  The same is true of 
democracy: the legitimacy imparted by a democratic process does not automatically make the result of 
that process either wise or moral.  “The people” can be – and all too often are – as self-serving and 
tyrannical as any individual despot.  Governments control the predators among us through a limited 
authority for coercion, by explicitly subverting their freedom to prey upon their victims.  But, particularly 
in a democracy, how limited can that authority be if the predators outnumber the prey? 

In practice, we can only have liberty to the extent that we deserve it – to the extent that we accept 
our own self-limitations – our own responsibilities – to respect the liberty of others and to support and 
reinforce the social fabric that distinguishes civilization from the Jungle.  If we want to avoid tyranny, we 
must not only assert and demand our rights but acknowledge and shoulder those responsibilities.  We 
are individuals, certainly, but we must also be citizens. 

 

If the ship of State is pitching wildly among the swells of an unruly sea, unable to maneuver or to 
hold a steady and propitious course because it is perversely and ineffectually rigged, you don’t fix it by 
replacing the keel or re-planking the hull, never mind by scuttling it and setting off in a lifeboat.   You 
begin, at the least, by trying to untangle and re-align the rigging, the better to help the sails catch the 
wind.  

We are, indeed, tossing in an unruly sea of feral individuals and belligerent tribes with a government 
and an economy that is perversely and ineffectively rigged.  But, as bad as things might seem, we are not 
actually foundering. Abandoning the ship in order to find some sturdier one, or dismantling it out from 
under ourselves in the hope of rebuilding it to be stronger and faster, is neither necessary or reasonable.  
No doubt, the rigging must be untangled and re-aligned.  And, no doubt, to do that will require some 
political and economic change, some principled compromise, and, probably, some modest amount of 
personal sacrifice for the common good. 

More importantly, though, it will require a cultural change, not only to clear the tendentious rigging 
but to calm the tempestuous sea.  It will require us to let go of our tribal animosities and personal self-
absorption for long enough to recognize that we do, indeed, share a common interest with those we 
think of as our enemies.  It will require us to re-establish basic norms of civil social interaction and some 
basic foundations for mutual trust.  And It will require us to abandon the sanctimonious certitude of our 
clannish allegiances and begin, once more, to see ourselves as a nation, indivisible, pursuing liberty and 
justice for all as self-confident but humble pluralists. 
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